Ming Treasure Voyages
Harrow International School Shanghai, Bai, Belinda - 9
Zheng He was a great navigator in the history of China and a pioneer in the communication of world
civilization. He was known to all the people in the world as a great spirit and a great hero. He travelled
seven times to Western Oceans over twenty eight years to more than thirty countries and regions. He
reached as far as the coastal area of Africa. It is the world’s most ancient maritime history and the widest
scope of action for ocean sailing during that time. Zheng He gave the Chinese nation a good traditional
virtue, advanced agricultural science and technology. It’s far-reaching influence made the relations with
foreign countries wide. The Ming Dynasty developed a sea trade that was a historic breakthrough on the
diplomatic history for China. There still remains the imprint of the Chinese nation. This is the only time in
the world without invasions from the sea. It is much better than Columbus’s voyage.
Zheng He is proud of the sea, he struggled in the sea, he succeeded in the sea, and finally he died in the
sea.

Ming Treasure Voyage
Harrow International School Shanghai, Hu, Henry - 9
Hi, everyone. Welcome to the TV show. I am Henry. Today, let’s talk about the Ming Treasure Voyage.
In the Ming Treasure Voyage, there was a very important person - Zheng He. Zheng He had nine boats,
nine huge boats. There were 3200 people on each boat that followed him. During that time, he had the
strongest boats in the world, even better than Columbus. During that time, the king of China was Zhu Li.
He is very kind. He agreed for Zheng He to go to the other country and give them money and seeds, gold ,
sliver and china. He was the kindest person in the wold. Chinese do not kill people and they just give them
treasure.
On the first voyage people thought the Chinese people were bad because they did not know better. Then
the Chinese people gave them treasure. The second time, the Chinese people came again and gave them
lovely things again. In the other countries people thought Chinese people were kind and also thought they
were rich, richer than their own country. So, some of them moved to China and lived there.
During that time, there were black men and white men in China. Chinese people knew lots of thing about
different countries. And they knew lots of things about China too! During that time, you can see Chinese
people eat a lot food from the other countrries. Such as sushi, cheese, pizza and milk-tea. Also, you can see
black men and white men eat Chinese food such as baozi, zongzi, porridge and bun. They even can use
chopsticks. They love China!
Thank you for watching. See you tomorrow! Zai Jian. Bye Bye!

The Ming Treasure Voyage
Harrow International School Shanghai, Shen, Skye - 9
Hello and welcome to the history show. Today we will be talking about the Ming Treasure Voyages. It all
happened from 1405 to 1433. The voyages were started by Zhu Di, The Yongle Emperor.
There are many important people involved in the voyages, one of who is the Yongle emperor, Zhu Di. He
was a friend of Zheng He and also the emperor from 17 July 1402 to12 August 1424. Zheng He was the
main leader of the fleets. His dad, Ma He, was captured because he resisted the great Ming empire. He was
then forced to be a servant, but his son, Zheng He and Zhu Di became friends and then Zheng He became
one of Zhu Di’s most trusted generals. Zheng He died on the way back to Nanjing on the seventh voyage.
His body was buried in the ocean at Calicut, India. Then he was given an official tomb in Nanjing, although
his body never made it there.
The seven voyages all happened from 1405 to 1433. The first one was from 1405 to 1407, featuring 27,000
troops and 317 ships. The fleet visited many places such as Champa (central Vietnam), Siam (today's
Thailand), Island Java, Straits of Malacca, Cochin and the Kingdom of Calicut on the Southwestern coast of
India. On his return, Zheng He put down a pirate uprising in Sumatra, bringing the pirate chief, an overseas
Chinese, back to Nanjing for punishment. The second voyage was from 1407 to 1409, featuring 68 ships,
traveling to Champa, Java, Siam, Cochin, Ceylon and Calicut. The third voyage was from 1409-1411,
featuring 48 treasure ships, with 30,000 troops. Zheng He visited many of the same places from the first
voyage but also traveled to Malacca on the Malay Peninsula and Ceylon (Sri Lanka). When fighting broke
out between Zheng He’s forces and those of a small kingdom, Zheng He put down the fighting, captured
the king and brought him back to China where he was released by the emperor.
The fourth voyage was from 1413 to 1415, featuring 63 ships and 28,000 troops. It visited many of the same
places, including Hormuz on the Persian Gulf. The fifth voyage was from 1417 to 1419. The main reason
for this voyage was to return 17 tributes from South Asia. On this trip Zheng He ventured even further, first
to Aden at the mouth of the Red Sea, and then on to the east coast of Africa, stopping at the city states of
Mogadishu and Brawa (in today's Somalia), and Malindi (in present day Kenya). The sixth voyage was from
1421 to 1422, with 41 ships. Zheng He went to many of the previously visited Southeast Asia places and
India’s courts and stopped on the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and the coast of Africa, mainly to return
nineteen ambassadors to their homelands. Two years later on 12th August 1424, the Yongle emperor died.
His successor, the Hongxi Emperor, put the voyages on a halt! Unfortunately, he died the very next year of
a heart attack. The Hongxi emperor’s successor, Xuande Emperor, allowed one last voyage for Zheng He
and his crew. The last, but not least voyage was the seventh voyage, from 1431 to 1433, with more than a
hundred ships and over 27000 men! It was more like a farewell voyage than a treasure voyage like the other
six voyages. Zheng He unfortunately died on the way back. After that the money and resources were shifted
to build a big, powerful, strong, beautiful wall to keep the annoying neighbors (the Mongles) out.
There were many interesting things that the Chinese brought back from the voyages and once they brought
back an actual living GIRAFFE! The Yongle Emperor He was extremely shocked because it looked very
similar to a Chinese mythical beast, and when seeing it, it meant that the right emperor was on the throne.
China was impressive in building ships four times bigger then Marco Polo’s ships and they also built a large
quantity of them, as well as a great giant walls. The Chinese exploring spirit has helped human society
progress.

The Ming Treasure Voyages
Harrow International School Shanghai, Zhang, Evan - 9
The Ming Treasure Voyages is the most remarkable event of the 15th century. The Ming Treasure
Voyages were the fleet of Chinese ships that explored the sea. It spanned twenty-eight years, from 1405 to
1433, which was over 100 years earlier than the Age of Discovery. The chief captain was Zheng He, who
was an aid to the Chinese Emperor. The Chinese Emperor trusted Zheng He. The fleet consisted of 1403
ships and traveled six times visiting over 30 countries. The voyages started from Nanjing and reached as far
as the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea.
The fleet had to face many challenges during the voyage: living through natural disasters, preserving
cargo, and fighting pirates. Firstly, they encountered many natural disasters that were very dangerous.
Secondly, the food and the cargo had to stay in good condition, Moreover, they not only had to protect the
goods, but also to defend themselves, because there were pirates at sea. Zheng He and his crew had to be on
their alert at all times to be prepared to fight pirates. There were some countries that were hostile to them
and would take any possible opportunities to attack the fleet. Fortunately, they did not, and the Chinese
sailors stayed on the sea for four years during each voyage!
The Ming Treasure Voyages proved a miracle at the time.

Zheng He’s Voyages’
Harrow International School Shanghai, Zhang, Evan R. - 9
Many years ago, in 1405 there were many ships in China. There was a man called Zheng He. He was the
leader of seven voyage. He was very strong and when they sailed to many countries (10 in total), he took a

.

lot of gold and silver. When China returned from these countries Zheng He was the greatest man He
made everything good and he also skillfully fought against those threatening China. The ships had many
useful tools and instruments! They used compasses to see their way in the night. They had to see stars so that
they could find their way.

New tales of the Ming Voyages
Korean International School Springboard, De Groot, Leonardo - 14
One day a captain in the ocean told me a tale about 616 years ago in the dynasty of Ming. He told me
that China had lots of men that had traveled all across the great ocean. In China, there was a large fleet that
carried lots of treasure to trade for other resources that they didn’t have. They traded for a giraffe, crocodile
and all the animals that they did not have. The captain told me that this is what they would get… Now this
is where the real story starts. One day when Ming the king was still in power he asked some men to make a
fleet of boats to sail all over the ocean and the main reason the ships set off was so they could make friends
with other countries and trade different things. They did sometimes take out their weapons to conquer
lands, but they were mostly friendly. One day as they sailed on the sea they saw land not far away. They
sailed to it and it took weeks to arrive at the shore. After they asked could they trade some of the things that
they didn’t have? But the people said “Yesterday, a man arrived at our village and then we traded our goods,
and treasure. We traded for hours, I even traded my boat for a box of chips”.
Later when they were on the sea, they saw land. On that land, they saw no one so they went on shore and
started to find treasure. Then they arrived at a mountainside and saw something shiny. They took out their
mining tools and started mining until they got all the shiny things and loaded them onto the ships. Then
they sailed to another island to gather loot and treasure and traded with some men. The captain sailed across
the sea to yet another island and began to trade with some men. They traded an elephant for some food,
herbs, medicine, gold, rubies, and some diamonds. The elephant was too big for the boat and as they set off
for the next island the boat sank and all the people drowned. The elephant was ok though, because
elephants are good swimmers.

The Treasure on the Spaceship
Korean International School Springboard, Lee, Hae Chan - 13
One day in the space center headquarters the Captain launched his space craft to trade treasure with other
planets. Onboard the spacecraft was the Captain and an army of soldiers to fight any invaders. They traveled
north to search for treasure using a telescope. Their plan was to dig silver and diamonds in space. After they
had dug enough silver and diamonds they went further into space. When they arrived on a planet the
captain used his sword to point at one of the space center enemies who were on the planet. They said, “No
way! You will never ever rob our treasures.” The Captain said, “Don’t feel scared. We are not here to
threaten you. We want to trade treasure. We don’t want to invade you, trust us.” The enemy said, “Ok you
are free to go for the rest of the day. Then at the end of today you must go back to digging silver and
diamonds in space.” All of the captain’s soldiers said “Ok” but when the enemies went away they took the
treasure off their enemies and ran back to their ship and went back to travel to their space center. When
they got back to their headquarters they looked at all the treasures they had stolen. There was shiny gold
coins and jewels. All of the soldiers really loved it. It was the best treasure anyone had ever seen. The captain
didn’t want the treasure because he didn’t like stolen things he wanted to trade with the enemies. Actually
the Captain thought the other planet enemies looked like robbers and criminals but he was an honest man.
The Captain also had a good mind towards the poor. He wanted to trade. The Captain was a famous leader
in space. He was the leader of the space center for about 50 years.

New tales of the Ming Voyages
Korean International School Springboard, Lin, Adrian - 13
A long time ago in Shanghai, there was a 13 year old girl named Mei Mei who lived with her parents Ama
and Apa. One day, she met Zheng He the famous Admiral for the emperor. When she met Zheng He, she
asked him to take her to Thailand to explore.
When they arrived in Thailand, they went to a pirate ship to explore. She saw a lot of golden coins in the
treasure chests! She then stole the coins so that she could give them to the poor people. But, the pirates
stopped Mei Mei because she was stealing the coins. Mei Mei gave back the coins and she felt sorry, and
explained to the pirates that she was trying to give coins to the poor people. After Mei Mei gave the money
back, she travelled back to China with Zheng He.
When Mei Mei travelled back to China, she told her parents about what happened in Thailand. Her parents
said “You can’t steal money! You need to work hard to make money for yourself!” Mei Mei then studied
hard to become an Admiral. After she became an Admiral, she made money for herself so that she could
give it to the poor people. She felt very happy to give money to the poor people. She was also excited to
become an Admiral so she could explore different countries. She went to Japan, Korea, Singapore, India and
Africa to learn about their cultures.

New Stories of the Ming Treasure Voyages
Korean International School Springboard, Lowther, Jessica - 12
Once upon a time, there was a young man named Zheng He. He was clever, brave, strong and tall. He
wanted to go on a journey and explore new places. He travelled to the South to find the treasures with his
big ship. He made a big ship made out of wood and inside it had a kitchen for food. There was also a toilet,
bedroom, nurse’s room and some treasure. He started taking the boat to the south. It was a long journey. He
took two months to sail south. He stopped at an island. He saw a lot of people. A lot of people looked at
him because he was tall and had a very big ship. The people kept looking at him. The island was beautiful.
There were flowers, trees and a mountain.
He kept on walking for four hours and he found some treasure. The treasure was diamond rings, gold,
diamond necklaces and money. Suddenly, he saw a bad guy called Cotton Chicken. He stole the treasure
away. Zheng He was not afraid of Cotton Chicken because he thought that he didn’t had any power. Then
Zheng He found out that he DID have a lot of power so he was very scared, but he chose to be brave.
Then Zheng He started to try to get the treasure away from him. Zheng He had a magic guitar that could
blow people away, so he used his blowing guitar and blew Cotton Chicken away. He was proud of himself
and he walked back down for four hours and he was still not tired. Then he went to the boat and went back
to China for two months. The people were proud of him and they celebrated Zheng He because he found
the special and hard to find treasure.

New tales of the Ming Treasure Voyages
Korean International School Springboard, So, Kirsty - 13
Once upon a time, there was a boy named Jung Kook, he saw a big boat outside sitting on the ocean. So he
went inside the boat and stole many lots of gold, jewels and diamonds. Jungkook used the big boat to travel.
He was happy and went to a forest to find a small house to live. One day he went back to the big boat and
found out that all the gold, jewels and diamonds were lost already. He was clueless, who had taken
everything away from the boat?
In the afternoon of that day, Jung Kook went to find the gold, jewels and diamonds. He found a monkey in
his boat. The monkey wanted to help him to find the gold, jewels and diamonds. So they set off to look for
their treasure.
Next day, they continued to find the gold, jewels and diamonds. The monkey found a very big bag of gold
in a different boat. He found it in the boat of a bad guy named Chris. Chris had stolen so many Jewels and
gold. The next day, Jungkook was still sleeping but the monkey came back to the ship. The monkey said
“wake up I have found the treasure on a ship. It has so many jewels, gold and diamonds. There is a problem
though, there is a bad bad guy called Chris, on the boat”.
Jung kook said “where is his boat? Can you take me?”
In the morning the monkey brought Jung Kook to the boat. Suddenly, Jung Kook and the monkey saw
Chris on the boat. Jungkook said “Hey Monkey, how do I get onto the boat?” The monkey said “you can
find a door”. The door was locked. Then Jung Kook told Monkey to jump up and take the key. Monkey
jumped up on the tree. He just got the key without anyone seeing him. Jung Kook took the key and
opened the door, then they took the jewels, gold and diamonds and went back to their boat and sailed to
the forest, and went back to their small house. The Bad guy Chris found out who stole his gold and
followed a map and went to the small house, but when he found the small house he thought that there was
no way all of the gold could be in there. But it was. Chris jumped back into his boat and never
returned. The monkey went back to a tree and Jungkook went back to living in his small house. They used
the boat and went travelling whenever they felt like it.

The Great Treasure of Beijing and the battle of the Terracotta
Warriors vs the Guangzhou Soldiers
Korean International School Springboard, Wai, Kaden - 12
Long ago, on September 9th 1623 there was a 14 year old called Ming Kashong who lived in a place called
Guangdong City. He had two friends called Thomas Longgong and Zheng Xiamen who were also 14 years
old. They also lived in Guangdong City. A city in the South of China.
They met in February 1613. The three friends’ parents died when they were just four years old. Emperor
Chao Ting Lhasa. The Emperor of Guangdong City found them when they just young boys. And when the
three friends showed talent, the Emperor Chao Ting Lhasa trained them until their bones cracked for 10
years. The emperor became the greatest kung fu teacher in all of China. Five years later when they were 19
years old, they were the chosen ones to be the leaders of the Guangzhou Soldiers to fight at the great city of
Beijing led by Emperor Chao Ting Lhasa.
Over the years, they fought every kingdom in all of China.
They fought every dynasty that came along throughout the years. They fought the Yan dynasty, The Chu
dynasty, the Wei dynasty, the Jin kingdom, the Qin dynasty , the Han dynasty, the Zhao dynasty, and the
Qi dynasty.
A big reason the Warriors of Guangzhou army kept winning every single kingdom, was because the soldiers
wanted to join the kingdom and because the warriors of Guangzhou trained so much longer than every
other soldier in every dynasty and they had the latest weapons that anyone had ever created.
One day, when they were fighting the Shang dynasty, all of the Guangzhou soldiers ran for their lives. Now
Zheng, Ming and Thomas were surrounded by 60,000 of terracotta soldiers carrying poison darts by another
Emperor called Emperor Qin Shi Huangdi. “Well well well. Did you really think you can defeat my
kingdom nine months ago?” said Qin
Thomas said “Emperor Qin? How are you still alive?”
“Well” said the emperor “back four years ago I ran out of sight thinking that I was dead. But it turns out,
I’m still alive! Then I heard an army down a well when I was walking around the forest and I climbed down
and saw a million Terracotta Warriors in the well preparing for there war, so I came down, killed the
emperor who was leading them, called Emperor Shu and I secretly killed him with my sword and said, My
name is Emperor Qin! I am your emperor from now on! Kneel before me! and they protected me from any
kingdom we have ever faced and I’m finally gonna get revenge of what you did to my dynasty with the
treasure of Beijing!”
“Huh that’s it?” said Thomas. Emperor Qin said,
“No no! That treasure is actually real and there are gods inside that can teach the secret formulas so we can
live forever. Once we live forever, we will take over every King and queen in the world, then I will rule the
world and become the most powerful man IN THE WORLD!! Wuahahahaha!”
Qin then said, “We have been fighting for 19 years more than you. But Ming said “Not true” “Yeah” said
Zheng
Thomas said “We’ve been fighting for 23 years, this our 24th year”
“Oooohh” said Ming and Zheng.
Thomas then said, “Listen you can’t blame us for what happened to your dynasty. Every single dynasty
fought each other like the Jin and the Zhao dynasty.”
Ming then said, “The Zhao dynasty was so strong they almost blew us up to splinters.”
“Grrrrrrrr” said Qin. Then he said “I don’t care if I have fought less years than you, I am blaming you. I
only care about taking over the treasure of Beijing. Not only are there gods inside. There is gold, jewels,
diamonds, emeralds, rubies, gems and cash and when I take them, I’ll become the richest person in all of the
world, and will take over every single kingdom in every dynasty and kill every king and queen in all of the
world, then nothing will ever stop me! Wuaahahahahahaha”
The soldiers laughed too. Then he said, “ AMBUSH THEM!” “Wait! Stop! No No NOOOO!!” said our
three heroes.
One year later, Thomas, Ming and Zheng woke up. They opened the box where Qin had put them when
they got poisoned. “What did Qin do to us?” said Thomas.
Ming said, “he shot us with poisonous darts and placed us in a box!”
“ CURSE YOU EMPEROR STUPID QIN!” screamed Thomas “Besides, where are we?” said Ming.
Zheng said, “Hmmm I think we arrived at the city of Old Shanghai”
12 seconds later, they got out of the box and started walking around the city and they remembered what
Qin said.
“This is crazy! He’s gonna kill us!” said Thomas.

Ming replied “What were they talking about the treasure of Beijing?”
“Who cares?” said Zheng.
Thomas then said “Look all we have to do is go back to Guangdong City, stop Qin then everything goes
back to normal!”
“Tell me you’re joking, right?” said Ming.
Thomas then said “Just think about it. They have weapons like crossbows, guns, cannons, TNT, bombs and
catapults. We could be dead if we battled him now!”
“Ohhh” said Zheng.
Ming said, “Well if we’re gonna stop Qin from stealing that treasure, we’re gonna need help!”
They asked he King of The Gobi Desert called Jackson Shengfong for help. Just then, a ray of sunlight
brought down a monkey called Sun Wukong with his staff and a man named Erlang with his golden armor
to come and help them also. The friends were shocked “Are-Are you Sun Wukong and Erlang!?”
“Yes” he replied.
Jackson said “Oh my gosh it is you!”
Ming fainted with Joy and said
“THIS IS THE BEST DAY OF MY LIFE!!”
Sun then said “My gods asked me to come and help you, what seems to be the trouble?”
Thomas said “We got ambushed by Emperor Qin, he’s captured all of our soldiers and destroyed our village.
Then Jackson said “And now he’s going to find the Beijing treasure voyages where the gods inside the chest
can teach him how to live forever and take over the world!”
Sun was shocked to hear that “Then we must stop him!” he said angrily. So their journey began. Along the
way they told other people who said they would join them in battle. They told the king of the Yangzte
River called Owen Chang. He said Yes
They told the Queen of the Pearl River Delta called Shi Shi. She said yes. Then they told the Queen of the
Great Wall of China called Dung Shi Fong. She said Yes. They even told the queen of the South China Sea,
Called Jessie Sangzhong. She said Yes.
And last but not least, they told the queen of the Silk Road called Xia Yuenchang. She said yes.
It took one year until they finally arrived at the village where Emperor Qin had just destroyed the Xinjiang
Village 2 months before. Meanwhile, Emperor Qin was preparing for destroying the Guangdong dynasty
where. They made cannons, guns, crossbows, TNT. Then, one of the soldiers said, “Sir, the cannons, the
guns, the crossbows, the catapults and the TNT are almost done.
“Place them near the Pearl River Delta ”said Qin” and we must set sail and destroy every village in China.
First we get the treasure and then every country in the world is my reward!! Wuahahahahahahah!”
Meanwhile, one of the soldiers came to the throne room and said, “Sir the 3 warriors are still alive!”
“What!?” said Qin. Then he said, “This is the number one disaster! I don’t want these idiots to capture me
and try to kill me with their weapons! GO! Find these warriors and bring them to me.” “Yes sir” said one of
the soldiers. Meanwhile, they came to the emperor’s castle. It was very quiet. Shi Shi said “Where is Qin?”
Erlang said “I think he must be creating weapons for destroying China and the entire world now.” . Then
they found Qin’s castle and they looked around the castle and saw every Emperor he killed and executed in
China. Xia couldn’t believe what she saw. Everyone was shocked. But just then, they heard some laughing
in the basement. They walked down to see what was going on. They saw a large group of soldiers and
Emperor Qin was about to go on his throne filled with diamond swords. He said, “Start all peperations! We
will take down the world by FORCE! Wuahahahahahahaha!!!”
The soldiers cheered and screamed with joy.
“This is bad, this is so very bad” said Xia.
“So the plan was to get the treasure of Beijing, then they will kill every king and queen in the world” said
Jackson.
Zheng then said, “I know, what if we can free the Guangzhou Soldiers and destroy the emperor and every
other soldier he has?”
Then Sun said, “But we need the key to unlock every soldier. And besides, it’s gonna take a long time to
find them.”
But Shi Shi remembered she saw the key for the jail cells.
“I can get it!” said Dung Shi Fong. I’m a master of disguise. Almost one hour later, she finally got the key.
And unlocked every soldier out of the jail cell.
Sun said “Out this way quietly! We can get past them!”

They started to head for Beijing to find the treasure until they finally found it in a deep dark cave near The
Pearl River Delta but first they had to prepare for war just in case Qin came over to attack “I thought my
mother said it was just a myth” said Xia. But when Zheng went inside to take it, he heard a rumbling noise.
It was the earth shaking. “Hurry, put it back!” said Zheng. But it was to late. The Terracotta warriors came
running across the forest “Uh Zheng? We got company!” said Sun.
They looked back, the soldiers carried all the weapons they created for war. “Is that the best you could do?!”
Emperor Qin said “This is the best I could do. I have cannons, guns and TNT. How can you possibly stand
up to me?”
Jackson said, “Listen we don’t want any trouble OK? Just leave the treasure alone then the war is over you
thief! If you don’t put back the treasure in two hours, the whole world will be destroyed!”
“How do you know?” said Dung Shi then said,
“I think he must have a book about the treasure of Beijing.” Said Thomas.
“Hahahahahahahaha” said the soldiers
Qin angrily said “I don’t care! that treasure is supposed to be ours so we can rule the world!”
Shi Shi said “Boy, this guy is really intense”
“Last chance Qin, GO HOME OR DEATH!” said Sun
“I am home!” said Qin. “ATTACK!”
“Raaaaaaaaaaa!” said the soldiers.
Xia, Shi Shi Owen, Dung and Sun had powers of their own. Owen had the power of speed, Dung had the
power of strength, Shi Shi had the power of sound, and Jackson had the power of fire and Sun had the
power of breathing under water, invisibility, his body as hard as a diamond, a magical staff that can grow big
and small the power of Lightning, flight, he can shoot laser from his eyes and best of all, he can create land
serpents to fight the terracotta warriors. Together, they fought and tried to back off Qin’s soldiers from
getting the treasure. Their battle shook the earth, until all of Qin’s soldiers were dead leaving their blood
spilling everywhere.
“Hooray!” said everyone. But they didn’t know that Qin had already stole the treasure and 20 Guangzhou
soldiers still survived. “Grrrrrrr” said Qin “Call in the dinosaurs!”
Zheng heard something rumbling down the forest “What is that noise?” said Jackson. There were 10
dinosaurs. The Pentaceratops, the Triceratops, the Baryonyx, the Deinonychus, the Herrerasaurus, the
Stegosaurus, the Tyrannosaurus Rex, the Therizinosaurus, the Spinosaurus and the Diplodocus. They had
to fight every single dinosaur from the Triassic, Jurassic, Early Cretaceous, and the Late Cretaceous periods.
“I thought they were all extinct 65 million years ago” said Jessie.
Erlang said, “Maybe he must have secretly kept some dinosaur eggs?”
Almost 45 minutes later they defeated every dinosaur Qin launched. They ran after Qin when he was
carrying a long stick that was on fire. Everyone tried to stop him but it was too late. He set the forest on
fire. The fire spread around very fast. “Wuahahahahaha” said Qin
“Why are you doing this?” said Shi Shi.
Emperor Qin said, “Because you ruined my plan, and I also have magic powers the evil gods gave me inside
the treasure palace and I can change into any monster I want!
“NO!” screamed Erlang
“YES!!” said Qin.” “And now is the time I turn into a fire breathing monster and the greatest power of
HELL!!! Wuahahahahaha!!!!! Wuahahahahahaha!!!!!”
He transformed into a fire breathing King Kong Gorilla with the biggest legs and the biggest arms the world
has ever seen. His fire was blazing red hot, like lava. He grew bigger and was at least as tall as the Abraj Al
Bait Towers. Now they had to get rid of the tallest beast they had ever faced in the entire universe.
Everyone was shocked and surprised. The rock they were standing on grew taller and at least 2110 feet tall
started to form into a flat surface “This has to end now!” said Sun. His magic staff grew at least 10 cm taller
that him.
Qin roared and he grabbed the staff, and threw it around and around until Sun became dizzy and let go of
his magical staff. Owen caught him.
“Sun, are you OK?” said Thomas.

“Oh I’ve been better” said Sun. Ming started to fight him and poked his left eye and Qin let go of Sun’s
staff and Ming caught it and asked Shi Shi to hold it. Sun got up grabbed his staff from Shi Shi’s hand and
fought him for the 2nd time. “I’ll be stronger than him, I’ll be faster than him. I know I can.” said Sun. Qin
and Sun had the fight of their lives. The soldiers decided to fight Qin too and so did the four queens, the
two kings and the three friends, Thomas, Zheng and Ming. Sun was very tired, so Thomas, Zheng and
Ming decided to help him. Qin tried to step on them, but Thomas, Ming, and Zheng dodged it and Qin
almost fell into the fire but managed to grab onto a rock. When Thomas, Zheng and Ming came closer they
said, “Game over Qin,” But Qin broke the rock they were standing on and they fell into the fire but luckily
managed to grab on. The rock Qin was holding onto cracked and snapped and he fell into the hot blazing
fire. He roared and slammed to the ground. He was covered in fire because of his fur. He ran around in
circles six times until he went down on his knees and fell flat on his face and died. Thomas, Ming and

Zheng managed to make it back to the rock platform to safety. But then, the world was crumbling and
tearing apart. Jackson said, “Come on, we don’t have much time! Place the treasure back before it’s too late!
Zheng ran to the cave where they found the treasure and placed it just in time before the world was
destroyed. The forest fire was gone and every dynasty Thomas, Ming and Zheng fought came back. The
people who died had came back to life. “We did it!” said Shi Shi “I thought we were going to die! said
Jessie. Everyone and every villager in every dynasty came to the heroes and threw them up in the air saying,
“You rock! ,you’re our hero! you guys rule!” Emperor Chao came and said, “Well done you three. You
have proven to everyone you’re great heroes. Ming said, “I think that treasure is for keeping the world
alive.” “True” said Thomas. Emperor Chao said, let’s all head back to the village in Guangdong City and
rebuild it. Two weeks later, they all had a celebration and the two kings and the four queens of China came
too
“Everyone” said Emperor Chao
“Let’s give the three friends Thomas, Zheng and Ming a big round of applause!” Everyone clapped and
smiled. Emperor Chao gave them three diamond staffs and on top of it was the Yin and Yang sign. “That
was the best battle yet!” said Thomas. Ming said, “defeating Qin was my favourite part”. Two minutes later,
everyone saw the fireworks Shi Shi made and they were launched into the sky. The sky filled with many
colors and shapes. And that’s how Thomas, Zheng and Ming became the greatest fighters of all China.

